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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to suggest that
Charles S. Peirce’s conception of reasonable-
ness paves the way to a deeper understand-
ing of human reason, which is able to
overcome the poverty of contemporary sci-
entistic naturalism and skeptical postmod-
ernism. A good number of Peirce’s texts are
provided which testify his conception about
reasonableness being essentially the same in
its operation in the universe, in nature, and
in the human mind. A special mention is
made of Walker Percy and his defense of
Peirce’s approach to the triadic nature of
our linguistic activity and our communica-
tive practices as a key to a more integrated
understanding of human reason, that is, of
reasonableness.

Keywords: C. S. Peirce, W. Percy, Rationality,
Reasonableness, Scientism, Thirdness. 

“. . . experience of life has taught me that
the only thing that is really desirable with-
out a reason for being so, is to render ideas
and things reasonable. One cannot well
demand a reason for reasonableness itself.”
[C. S. Peirce: “Review of Clark University,
1889–1899. Decennial Celebration,” Science
11 (1900), 620]

Introduction
This presidential address is dedicated to
the late Peter Hare, who used to bear
gracefully upon his shoulders a big part of
the burden of the Society and most of the
daily management of Transactions. When I
received his invitation to become Vice
President of the Society, I was presenting a
paper at a Peirce meeting in Argentina, co-
authored with Sara Barrena on some key
features of Peirce’s conception of human
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action.2 I mentioned that for Peirce the summum bonum is reason-
ableness, the growth of reason in concrete events. At the end of my
paper a colleague from a university of the north of Argentina asked
me what reasonableness really is according to Peirce. I improvised a
quick answer and I thought to myself that this could be a good topic
for a presidential address.

The exposition will be arranged in four sections: 1) a brief presenta-
tion of the central role of the notion of rationality in contemporary
philosophical debate; 2) a recollection of Peirce’s main texts dealing
with his notion of reasonableness; 3) a personal remembrance of my
discovery of Peirce sixteen years ago; and 4) a defense of how a better
understanding of Peirce’s reasonableness can overcome the poverty of
that contemporary naturalism of a scientific stripe which downsizes
thirdness into dyadic relations. 

The Central Role of Rationality
The question about the role of reason in our lives and in our civilization
is probably the central philosophical question that permeates the last two
centuries of Western culture and philosophy. Let us remember the
emphatic closing words of Edmund Husserl in his Vienna lecture of 1935
referring particularly to Europe, but addressed to all the Western world:

The crisis of European existence can end in only one of two ways: in
the ruin of a Europe alienated from its rational sense of life, fallen
into a barbarian hatred of spirit; or in the rebirth of Europe from the
spirit of philosophy, through a heroism of reason that will definitively
overcome naturalism.3

The intellectual history of the last century is really complex. It may be
affirmed that the rise of logical positivism in America after the Second
World War almost eliminated pragmatism from the philosophical
scene. Murray Murphey writes in the penultimate paragraph of his
recent biography of C. I. Lewis (1883–1964):

One can see in Lewis’s work the struggle to preserve and develop the
ideas and ideals of Peirce, James and Dewey in a philosophic climate
that was increasingly hostile. As committed as they had been to the free
creative role of the mind in knowledge, to the concept of knowledge as
a human creation for the furtherance of action to serve human values,
and to the moral critique of conduct, he was the one American philoso-
pher who was able to defend these views effectively against the
onslaught of a naturalism that he believed had become a dogmatic wor-
ship of science. He was the last of the great American pragmatists.4

In my view the last—until now—of the great American pragmatists
is still alive and presided at the Charles S. Peirce Society in 1989. I am
referring to Hilary Putnam: with his work and his continued debate for
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years with the late Richard Rorty, he has been immensely influential in
the revival of pragmatism on the American scene and all over the world.
The notion of rationality is at the core of the evolution of Putnam’s
views from a scientistic approach typical of the logical positivism of the
fifties to an open pragmatism, to a realism with a human face.5 I will
bring only one—long, but extremely interesting—quotation from his
Reason, Truth and History of 1981:

That rationality is defined by an ideal computer program is a scien-
tistic theory inspired by the exact sciences; that it is simply defined by
the local cultural norms is a scientistic theory inspired by anthropol-
ogy. . . . All this suggests that part of the problem with present day
philosophy is a scientism inherited from the nineteenth century—a
problem that affects more than one intellectual field. I do not deny
that logic is important, or that formal studies in confirmation theory,
in semantics of natural language, and so on are important. I do tend
to think that they are peripheral to philosophy, and that as long as we
are too much in the grip of formalization we can expect this kind of
swinging back and forth between the two sorts of scientism I
described. Both sorts of scientism are attempts to evade the issue of
giving a sane and human description of the scope of reason.6

That is the core of the contemporary debate. Is it possible to present a
sane and human description of the scope of our reason? My suggestion is
that Peirce’s conception of reasonableness paves the way to a deeper under-
standing of human reason. But before going into Peirce’s texts, something
obvious to be noticed is the contrast between “rationality” and “reason-
ableness.” As one colleague told to me, our computers are rational, but
not reasonable, and she added: “My child Charlie is very rational, but he
is not yet reasonable.” We all understand that under these familiar con-
trasting expressions is hidden an intense debate about what human rea-
son really is. Is it an algorithm, is it a mere form of discourse, or is it a
communicative human practice anchored in nature? 

Peirce’s Main Texts on Reasonableness
The term “reasonableness” appears very late in Peirce’s texts, since his
usage of it covers only the ten years between 1899 and 1908. The first
occurrence that I have found is in Peirce’s critical review of Renouvier
and Prat’s La Nouvelle Monadologie:

What is it that philosophy ultimately hopes to accomplish? It is, if
we mistake not, to find that there is some intelligible truth, some
absolutely valid reasonableness, to ascertain how far this reasonable-
ness governs the universe, and to learn how we may best do its serv-
ice. It may be this hope is not destined to be realized, although,
being reasonable, it acts to strengthen itself. It may be that reason-
ableness essentially requires an element of unreason, a brute force,
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on which and with which to accomplish itself; but in that case we
hope that this unreason may turn out capable of becoming infused
with reason. There must be nothing hopelessly and finally unreason-
able, or in so far philosophy is to no purpose and its hope is vain.
[CN 2.208, 1899]7

Peirce himself mentions in this review that his conception of philos-
ophy as a search of “some absolute valid reasonableness” governing the
universe and in which service is to work the scientific philosopher is
“some corrected Hegelianism.” A few months later, Peirce will add in
another review:

The true devotee of science, so long as he enacts that role, never
thinks or cares about Philistine utility. In his mind, to learn the ways
of Nature and the reasonableness of things, and to be absorbed as a
particle of the rolling wave of reasonableness, is not useful, but is the
summum bonum itself towards which true usefulness tends. [CN
2.220–1, 1899]

This contrast between the growth of reasonableness and mere practi-
cal utility, which so many times characterizes vulgar pragmatism,
clearly manifests the power (CP 5.520, 1905) of Peircean pragmatism.
Reasonableness is not for Peirce simply mechanical or algorithmic
rationality, since reasonableness includes also the instinctive elements
essential for generating and selecting hypotheses in the scientific
work: “Human mind is akin to the truth in the sense that in a finite
number of guesses it will light upon the correct hypothesis,” since
“the existence of a natural instinct for truth is, after all, the sheet-
anchor of science” (CP 7.220, 1901). In this respect, it seems enlight-
ening to remember some lines of Peirce taken from a draft (MS 1434)
that Arthur Burks included in a note to Peirce’s review of The Gram-
mar of Science of Pearson:

The scientific man is deeply impressed with the majesty of truth, as
something reasonable or intelligible which is bound sooner or later to
force itself upon every mind. It is not too much to say that he wor-
ships the divine majesty of the power of reasonableness behind the
fact. From that sentiment springs his ardent desire to further the dis-
covery of truth. If he cannot discover it himself he wishes to lay a sure
foundation from which some successor may come to the truth;—and
the more far-reaching and general the particular question that he
aims [at], the more it inspires him. It may be that all that he himself
expects to ascertain is a minute fact,—say the parallax of a star. But he
anticipates that this fact along with many others will ultimately lead
to a great discovery. Will not every scientific researcher acknowledge
the substantial accuracy of this statement of his motive? [CP 8.136,
n.3 c.1900]
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For Peirce “the highest of all possible aims is to further concrete rea-
sonableness” (CP 2.34, 1902). Even logic should be subordinated to
reasonableness:

“Logic came about for the sake of reasonableness, not reasonableness
for the sake of logic.” Let us never lose sight of that truth, forgotten
though it is, every day, in every walk of life, especially in  well-
regulated America! [CP 2.195, 1902]

Moreover, the growth of reasonableness should be identified with the
creative process of the universe reaching its fullness, not only for “the
vision of the attainment of that Reasonableness . . . the Heavens and
Earth have been created” (CP 2.122, c.1902), but also for

the creation of the universe, which did not take place during a certain
busy week, in the year 4004 B.C., but is going on today and never will
be done, is this very development of Reason. I do not see how one can
have a more satisfying ideal of the admirable than the development of
Reason so understood. The one thing whose admirableness is not due
to an ulterior reason is Reason itself comprehended in all its fullness,
so far as we can comprehend it. Under this conception, the ideal of
conduct will be to execute our little function in the operation of the
creation by giving a hand toward rendering the world more reasonable
whenever, as the slang is, it is “up to us” to do so. [CP 1.615, 1903]

As Kelly Parker writes, “Peirce’s metaphysics provides us with a complex
picture of the universe as a vast semiotic process, evolving under the
gentle guidance of agapism toward greater rationality and order.”8

For Peirce, the central problem of the philosophers and scientists of
his time is that they are nominalist, that is, that they are in a state of
mind too undeveloped to apprehend thirdness as thirdness, as the
mediation between firstness and secondness:

The remedy for it consists in allowing ideas of human life to play a
greater part in one’s philosophy. Metaphysics is the science of Real-
ity. Reality consists in regularity. Real regularity is active law. Active
law is efficient reasonableness, or in other words is truly reasonable
reasonableness. Reasonable reasonableness is Thirdness as Thirdness.
[CP 5.121, 1903]

But the saving truth is that there is a Thirdness in experience, an
element of Reasonableness to which we can train our own reason to
conform more and more. If this were not the case, there could be no
such thing as logical goodness or badness; and therefore we need not
wait until it is proved that there is a reason operative in experience to
which our own can approximate. [CP 5.160, 1903]

The only admissible view is that the reasonableness, or idea of law,
in a man’s mind, being an idea by which objective predictions are
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effected . . . must be in the mind as a consequence of its being in the
real world. Then the reasonableness of the mind and that of nature being
essentially the same, it is not surprising that the mind, after a limited
number of guesses, should be able to conjecture what the law of any
natural phenomenon is. [CP 7.687, 1903, my italics]

For Peirce, the good pragmaticist adores “the creative power of rea-
sonableness, which subdues all other powers, and rules over them with
its sceptre, knowledge, and its globe, love” (CP 5.520, 1905). Never-
theless, as the latest Peirce’s text mentioning “reasonableness” describes,

there has been during the nineteenth century a decided leaning of sci-
entific opinion to discredit any other sort of action in the external
world than that of dynamical force; to understand a dynamical force
to be a purely brute force with no element of inherent reasonableness
in it, but merely to be the only force that scientific research could dis-
cover. . . . exact logical analysis shows dynamic causation (if every ele-
ment of it be considered) is more than the mere brute force, the
dyadic action, that it appears to superficial thinkers to be. For it is
governed by law; and to him who bends his ear to that law it articu-
lately testifies, though in a whisper, to the existential might of rea-
sonableness. [CP 6.239, 1908]

I have accumulated a number of Peirce’s texts in a couple of pages,
but they clearly testify to Peirce’s conception about reasonableness
being essentially the same in its operation in the universe, in nature and
in the human mind.9 This element of thirdness and of law is essentially
irreducible to a dyadic analysis, as scientistic materialism of Peirce’s
times tried to do, and as contemporary naturalism tries to do today as
well, perhaps even with more force than in previous times.

A Personal Remembrance: My Discovery of Peirce
Let me now turn your attention to something more personal. The origin
of my presence here tonight goes back to what was for me an illuminat-
ing experience: my reading of the wonderful Jefferson Lecture given by the
American novelist Walker Percy in 1989. In the summer of 1992 I found
myself as Visiting Scholar at Harvard University trying to write an intro-
duction to the contemporary philosophy of language; my goal was to
show that an historical understanding of the development of analytic phi-
losophy enabled me to forecast a pragmatist renovation of this philo-
sophical tradition in that vein.10 At the same time, given that I found
myself in the homeland of the founder of pragmatism, I was hoping to
attain a certain acquaintance with his thought, his writings, and with the
scholarship that had arisen in recent years around his figure. Well, one
day a lawyer friend of mine suggested that I read Walker Percy’s confer-
ence “The Fateful Rift: The San Andreas Fault in the Modern Mind”
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which appears in the posthumous volume of his essays published in 1991
under the general title Signposts in a Strange Land.11 That reading had an
effect on me very similar to Helen Keller’s remarkable experience with the
water from the fountain, referred to so many times by Percy.12

In my reading of that text—which can be considered the intellectual
testament of Percy, at that time critically ill—I discovered the unifica-
tion of my diverse intellectual interests, which had been for years pur-
sued separately. For some time I had been interested in seemingly
disparate segments of our culture like the philosophy of language, semi-
otics and the theory of communication, the argument concerning the
limits of artificial intelligence, the possibility and limitations of
mechanically processing human language, the attempts to teach lan-
guage to primates, “wild children” and their linguistic capacities, the
language of the deaf-mute, the creativity of language or even the revo-
lution in linguistics provoked by Chomsky’s generative grammar. Well,
my reading of that text by Walker Percy, physician and humanist,
astonished me by revealing as clear as day both the diagnosis of the
most serious illness of our present-day culture, as well as its cure.

Percy was suggesting that the unifying element in all those topics
that had attracted me so much was to be found in the insufficiency of
the scientistic narrative that, permeated with a simplified Darwinism,
has dominated the Anglo-American academic scene during the second
half of the past century with the aim of explaining the most character-
istic behaviors of human beings such as language and communication.
The cure—in the judgment also of Percy—ought to be looked for in
Charles Peirce and his discovery of the irreducibly triadic nature of all
linguistic behavior: the remedy to overcome the San Andreas Fault, the
gap that divides our culture between natural sciences and humanities,
making an integrated understanding of human beings and their activ-
ity impossible, was to be found in “the work of a human scientist who,
I believe,” Percy wrote, “laid the groundwork for a coherent science of
man, and did so a hundred years ago.”13

Scientism, as held by the Circle of Vienna and its positivist heirs,
became from the 1950s the dominant culture, converting itself into a
materialist realism which sought to explain everything right now, or
which trusted blindly in the progress of human reason and its ability to
explain, in a definitive way and in the immediate future, all problems.
In contrast with this optimism, post-modern thought, widely spread in
the last two decades, oscillated between a presentation of science as a
mere power structure or as just another form of literature. The presence
of both approaches is detected clearly in many levels of our culture that
present a curious amalgam of vulgar pragmatism, scientistic founda-
tionalism, and literary skepticism.

Nevertheless, it seems to me that the recent revival of pragmatism14

draws attention to the growing evolution of a new sensibility disillu-
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sioned with the vain promises of scientistic progressivism, but anxious at
the same time, in accordance with the best philosophical tradition, to
forge a future which might be different from the past.15 In fact, a feature
of this new sensibility is the preferred attention it gives to our commu-
nicative practices, to the human ability to build bridges between both
individual and cultural differences. Walker Percy, who considered himself
a “thief of Peirce,”16 discovered in the thought of this American philoso-
pher some decisive keys that—as opposed to contemporary scientistic
reductionism and literary deconstructionism—allow a better under-
standing of the peculiar nature of our linguistic activity and our commu-
nicative practices. One of these keys is Peirce’s notion of reasonableness.

Reasonableness: Overcoming the Poverty of Contemporary
Scientific Naturalism
Sixteen years have passed since that illuminating experience. And now,
even more than then, I am convinced that in Peirce’s philosophy and in
his general view—described in these pages—that there is reasonable-
ness in nature and that the human mind is able to discover it, and even
to increase it, lies the most powerful argument to overcome contempo-
rary scientistic naturalism. 

Let me mention—following a suggestion of Vincent Colapietro17—
that the commonsensical equation of reasonableness with  open-
mindedness captures something essential about what reasonableness
really is. Reasonableness is openness: the openness of nature to be
understood by reason (what the old Schoolmen called “the ontological
truth”), and the openness of mind to the reasons of others. Both dimen-
sions seem to me epitomized in the beautiful quotation that I used as a
motto for this address. It comes from Peirce’s review in Science of the
volume published by Clark University to commemorate the celebration
of its tenth anniversary, which in fact Peirce personally attended:

experience of life has taught me that the only thing that is really desir-
able without a reason for being so, is to render ideas and things rea-
sonable. One cannot well demand a reason for reasonableness itself.
Logical analysis shows that reasonableness consists in association,
assimilation, generalization, the bringing of items together into an
organic whole—which are so many ways of regarding what is essen-
tially the same thing. In the emotional sphere this tendency towards
union appears as Love; so that the Law of Love and the Law of Rea-
son are quite at one.18

Reason and Love converge in an agapastic world. Reasonableness
overcomes the dichotomy between theoretical and practical reason,19

and openness to the reasons of others paves the way for convergence
and growth. For Peirce, the growth of reasonableness is the only
admirable ideal and the highest good to which all of our actions, inten-
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tions, and projects must answer: “We are destined to reach the truth in
the sense that experience and argument would, we hope, lead to a belief
which would not be overturned.”20

At the beginning of the twenty-first century this Peircean optimism
is no longer present on the scene. It seems to me that it is not an over-
statement to affirm that reason is in danger nowadays. Reasonableness
is not the hallmark of our politicians or businessmen all over the world,
and it seems also that it is far away from the real practices of our scien-
tific colleagues. We philosophers who feel ourselves to be “civil servants
of humankind,” in Husserl’s expression, might find in Peirce’s prag-
maticism a fruitful middle way in which the confidence in the power of
our reason, pursued in a communitarian way, can be united with the
experience of our fallibility and also of our ability to recover from our
failures in the search of truth. It seems to me that in the understanding
and defense of this notion of reasonableness lies very likely one of the
key elements of Peirce’s relevance for the philosophy, science and cul-
ture of the twenty-first century.

Universidad de Navarra, España 
jnubiola@unav.es 
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